
Ms. Hannah’s 3rd Grade Class  

Book Mobile  
 Hi class! We are going to create a book mobile from a 
book of your choosing. What is a book mobile? A book mobile 
is used to show your understanding of the plot, setting, point 
of view, characters, author, and title of 
your story.  
 
Supplies needed:  

1. Hanger  
2. Note cards or card stock 
3. Ribbon, string, thread, etc.  
4. Scissors  
5. Hole punch  
6. Markers, pens, colored pencils, etc.  
7. Washi Tape and stickers (optional)  
8. Ipad camera, printer (optional)  

 
Book Report Project:  

1. Read a book at your level (Ms. Hannah will approve your 
book before you start reading it) 

2. Write down important notes about the plot, setting, 
characters, and what point of view the book is written in 
while reading the book 

3. Create a book mobile to share with your peers  
 

Requirements on the back of the paper →  
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Book Mobile Requirements:  

1. Create a “plot” card and tie it to the hanger  
a. Tie another card to the plot card to summarize in at least 5 sentences 

the plot of the story in order  
b. Decorate the plot card and plot summary card  

 
2. Create a settings card and tie it to the hanger  

a. Tie another card(s) to the settings card to make a chain 
b. Choose one or two settings from your story (each setting will have 

their own card)  
i. Either draw and color a picture of the setting, take a picture of 

the illustration of the setting in the book, or take a picture in 
real life of how you think the setting would look in your book  

ii. If taking a picture of the setting - tape picture to the card  
iii. Label the setting next to the picture  

c. Decorate the setting cards  
 

3. Create a point of view card and tie it to the hanger  
a. Tie another card to the point of view card to make a chain 
b. State what point of view the story is told in  

i. Tell me how you know what point of view the story is in, in at 
least 1 sentence  

c. If the story is in first person, draw and color or take a picture of the 
character telling the story, label that character  

d. Decorate the point of view cards  
 

4. Create a character card and tie it to the hanger  
a. Tie another card(s) to the character card to make a chain 
b. Pick the main character(s) in the story  
c. Either draw or take a picture and print of the main character(s) in the 

story on separate cards  
i. If taking a picture of the character - tape picture to the card  

d. Label the names of the character(s) on their own card 
e. Decorate the character cards  

5. In the middle of the hanger tie a picture of the book title, author, and your 
name  
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